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Bespoke business apps, with no code
Empower your distributed workforce with sophisticated mobile apps,
delivered in days rather than months, digitising your old business
processes for a fraction of the cost of traditional mobile development.



We're Nutshell, we build business applications with our revolutionary no-
code drag 'n' drop platform.

At Nutshell, we're on a mission to introduce no-code into as many
industries as possible, to allow more businesses to digitise outdated
processes. 

Because our apps don't require any coding, they can be built and
deployed incredibly quickly and at a fraction of the cost of traditional app
development. 

In summary, we're a fast-moving, agile developer, providing high-end
solutions at low cost.

Who are we?
 
 



Nutshell is trusted by some of the biggest organisations in
the UK to overcome enterprise mobility challenges across
several industries including the rail, healthcare, facilities
management, construction and education.  

We're in good company



Easy to customise

Library of industry standard apps

Fast, agile development

Bypass App Store approval

More affordable than native apps

UK Based Build team & Support

Why choose Nutshell?



Meet the Nutshell Container
The app where your apps live 

Fuss-free publishing
With Nutshell's one click
publishing, there are no tedious
app store reviews to slow you
down; just instant access to the
mobile apps that drive your
business, through the Nutshell
Container.  

Instant Deployment
No more waiting weeks for app-store
reviews. Nutshell lets you deploy
business critical, customisable apps
within seconds, at a fraction of the cost.

Smartphone and Tablet
The Nutshell Container is able to host
apps optimised for smartphone and
tablet devices, in either landscape or
portrait orientation, for absolute
flexibility. 

Deploy everywhere
Nutshell's container and one click
publishing means business apps can be
deployed simultaneously to iOS, Android
and Windows devices. 



Fancy yourself as an app builder?

 

Drag n' drop
Build slick user-interfaces and complex mobile workflows in
minutes, using Nutshell's library of customisable drag n' drop
components. Go beyond restrictive auto-generated templates- build
it the way you want it.

Simple data-mapping
No need to learn complicated relational databases. If you can work
with a spreadsheet, you'll be digitising your old-fashioned paper
processes in no time with Nutshell's simple visual data-mapping.



Nutshell is designed to be the mobile front end to your
existing digital ecosystem- the only risk-free environment
in which to prototype, test and scale your mobile strategy
without scaling your budget. 

 

In the cloud or on premise
Build and run your apps in the cloud with Nutshell's out-of-
the-box hosting packages, with data storage, SSL and
enterprise-level security as standard.

Flexible deployment
Publish mobile apps across your organisation safely and
discreetly, via public or private app stores or through your
existing MIDM/EMM.

Adaptable technology 
Third Party Integration

Deploy Reporting



NUTSHELL CONTAINER

via public/private app-store or MDM

NUTSHELL BUILDER

Web based SaaS platform

NUTSHELL INSTANCE
Hosted in the cloud or on premise

SSL/TLS

Trusted by some of the largest organisations in the UK,
Nutshell handles mission-critical data at every possible
level, which means security is of paramount importance.

Integrity as Standard
Nutshell comes pre-loaded with a host of
enterprise-level security features, including
SSL/TLS and anti-virus at server level, with
database and app encryption at the device layer. 
Add authentication options, MDM compliance and
instant remote user-removal, and you can rest
assured your business data is in safe hands.

Scalable to suit your needs
Nutshell can be scaled to comply with any level
of security requirement you might have, with a
host of options from dedicated on-premise
hosting and web application firewalls to military-
grade DDoS mitigation and penetration testing.
Contact our technical team for a comprehensive
list of security options and pricing. 

Enterprise-level Security


